
Kingdom of Pirates 1.2: Another Amazing
Update by Toivon Studio

Kingdom of Pirates version 1.2 is

available, a follow-up version 1.21 will be

released shortly. Effective optimizations

promise a smoother adventure.

SHANGHAI, SHANGHAI, CHINA,

October 11, 2013 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Toivon Studio announces that Kingdom

of Pirates version 1.2 has recently

become available for download at the

iTunes App Store. Only within 2 months

from the original release, Kingdom of

Pirates, the latest MMORPG by Toivon

Studio, has been downloaded several

hundred thousand times. For such a

short period, the developer has already

released two major updates of this

mobile game. 

In Kingdom of Pirates, the most

notorious pirates get united and set off

on an unpredictable and

unprecedented adventure. The new

version of the game features a brand

new virtual currency, which introduces

a fishing system to the game. Pirates

can choose among 5 different fishing

rods, and try their luck for a good

catch. There are dozens of fish species

hiding in the depths of the sea. The

best part is that fish can be exchanged

for in-game items at the Pawnshop. So

players can have endless fun and

proceed in the game rapidly, without

having to spend a dime!

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.toivon.com/pirates/index.php
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/kingdom-of-pirates/id676030326?mt=8


With the new fishing feature, pirates can fish out not only different types of fish, but also guild

fragments that unlock guild mode levels, where challenges are completed with the help of

guildies. Victory will bring about gifts that will be rewarded to all members of the whole guild!

The luckiest pirates might also recover some treasure chests which have been long lost at sea.

This is a reminder of the core story of the game – the search of the lost treasures of the

legendary pirate Captain Drake. Pirates have united in this adventure full of exploring,

plundering and pillaging. 

The developer Toivon Studio also announces that a follow-up version 1.21 will be released

almost immediately after Kingdom of Pirates 1.2 hit the AppStore. Version 1.21 will provide a

smoother adventure, due to effective optimizations, especially on the newly added fishing

feature. The display of enemy guilds on Open Waters has been improved. In addition, the

upcoming version will also make Chatroom accessible through Fishing interface. 

  Kingdom of Pirates for iOS offers an amazing gaming experience, suitable for players from all

walks of life. It is completely free for download from the AppStore! Are you ready for battle?
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/171575595
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